Mattresses that support patients

In the healthcare setting, your medical mattress product needs to promote patient care, faster recoveries, better outcomes, and the healing process itself. With Sam Tucker LLC, you get everything you need to meet these challenges. This includes unsurpassed production, material, logistical capabilities, and industry leading components. Create the solution that is best for you, for caregivers, and for patients.

by supporting patient caregivers.
Product advantages that shape success.

› **INNOVATION**


› **QUALITY**

Do you need extra durability and quality? From raw material all the way to finished product -- we deliver. We utilize fully-integrated quality control and testing programs second to none.

Support for patient care in three key areas.

01 **SCAPULA**

Our products prevent abrasion and the damaging effect of shear forces on delicate tissue.

02 **SACRUM**

Sam Tucker medical mattresses are designed to reduce the pressure on vulnerable tissue.

03 **HEEL**

Unique soft “heel zones” maximize patient comfort and minimize risk of pressure ulcers.
**STMM200**

*Delivers cost-effective quality support & pressure management.*

- **Tri-Dimensional Zone Comfort:** long-term support
- **Soft Heel Zone:** prevents heel ulcers
- **Tapered Heel Slope Zone:** option available
- **Coated Cover:** helps prevent fluid penetration
- **Weight Capacity:** 250 lbs
- **Warranty:** 2 years

**STMM400**

*Higher foam grades provide support and pressure management.*

- **Tri-Dimensional Zone Comfort:** long-term support
- **Dual-Zone:** top surface convoluted (egg crate) head zone
- **Tapered Heel Slope Zone:** option available
- **Torso Section:** provides comfort and increased airflow
- **Weight Capacity:** 300 lbs
- **Warranty:** 3 years

**STMM600**

*Highest foam grades and specialized construction.*

- **Tri-Dimensional Zone Comfort:** long-term support
- **Contour-Cut Head & Torso Layers:** create individual cells
- **Tapered Heel Slope Zone:** option available
- **Torso Section:** allows airflow for cooler sleep surface
- **Weight Capacity:** 500 lbs
- **Warranty:** 8 years
Compressed Mattress Packaging

Mattresses can be shipped to customers in our standard flat mattress packaging or a compressed roll pack. Roll packaged mattresses provide greater bulk shipping capacity and flexibility for shipping direct to customer via UPS or FedEx.

Mattress Covers

We offer a complete range of customized sewing services to provide a finished product ready to be shipped.

ABOUT SAM TUCKER LLC

Sam Tucker LLC is a global ecommerce and manufacturing company founded around a simple principle: semper fi. Semper fi, which is short for semper fidelis, is the Marine Corps motto and is Latin for “always faithful”. As a business we vow to remain loyal to our vendors, suppliers, team members, families, friends, communities, and most importantly our customers. You see, this is because relationships are the most important aspect of our business. Our ultimate goal is to make a better life for our families, our communities, and our country.